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쎲 FINANCIAL

Henry Budd
on lucky charms

‘If something becomes lucky
just because someone tells
you it is, then surely the
converse is true.’
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I live life on the edge. I happily step on cracks, walk under
ladders and open umbrellas inside.
Shock horror, I look at broken mirrors and I’m not
worried about souring my sex life for the next seven years
if I don’t catch someone’s eye when I raise a glass.
Hell, I even let the knife hit the plate when I cut my
birthday cake without fear that my wish will fail to
materialise because I have angered the wish-granting
gods with my reckless unity of steel and porcelain.
I don’t have any lucky charms, and I’ve never had a presports ritual.
If you haven’t gathered it by now, I’m not a big believer
in superstitions, whether they are meant to doom me or
bring everlasting happiness.
But it appears my deep scepticism has been holding me
back.
Scientists have shown that having a lucky charm can
boost your confidence and improve your chances of
success (see PAGE 7).
People who didn’t have their lucky charm on them
performed worse in a memory test, the researchers found.
Simply being told a golf ball was lucky was enough to
improve people’s likelihood of sinking a one-metre putt,
the research found.
This second fact brings me great hope.
When I first read the story and had my eyes opened to
the power of inanimate objects, I assumed I was doomed
to a life of eternal unluckiness because I had not yet
imbued a trinket with luck.
Surely, lucky underwear does not become lucky
overnight. It would take years of wearing them to infuse
enough ‘‘lucky’’ sweat and grime into the fabric before I
could legitimately call on the power of my underwear to
ensure my next sporting or career success.
Apparently not.
According to the research, all I need to do is believe in
the inherent luckiness of my underwear and I will
immediately become more confident and successful.
Giddy up. Any old object can become a lucky charm.
It’s my lucky day.
And why stop at one lucky charm or ritual?
Next time I play golf, whichever course I play at will be
my lucky course.
I’m blessing my golf ball as lucky.
My tee will be become my lucky tee and whatever club I
pull blindly out of my bag will be my lucky club.
And if by some very slim chance all that newfound luck
deserts me and I lose my ball, the next one I pull out of the
bag will be my new, even luckier ball.
Furthermore, if something becomes lucky just because
someone tells you it is, then surely the converse is true and
a ball will become instantaneously unlucky if someone tells
you it is.
So while I’ll be sure to bless my gear, I’ll also make sure
my golfing rivals are aware they’re playing with the
unluckiest equipment going around.

CONFESSION

Girls don’t have
clue on spending
Torny Jensen
Almost half of Aussie women
admit they have no idea how
much they’re spending on a
daily basis.
A survey of more than 600
women by the Heat Group found
46 per cent didn’t have a personal balance sheet and haven’t
got a clue about their financial
ins and outs.
And more than half of those

polled rated their financial
performance as just ‘‘average’’.
Heat Group managing director Gillian Franklin said women
needed to step up when it came
to their personal finances,
particularly superannuation.
‘‘Women are highly susceptible to financial insecurity,’’
she said.
‘‘Having children and being
out of the workforce for long
periods of time, earning less than

men and lack of financial planning, all result in significantly
lower superannuation funds
than their male counterparts.’’
The study found almost one in
five women felt they would not
have enough super to live on by
the time they reached retirement.
Alysia Hamilton from
Brisbane-based Girls Learning
About Money said many women
needed more confidence when it
came to financial dealings.

‘‘Unlike men, women don’t
boast about financial performance, but also a lot of us don’t
have a group of friends who we
can talk about finances with,’’
Hamilton said.
‘‘It really helps if you do have a
group of friends who you can
talk to about investments and
about money in general.’’
Hamilton advised women to
establish firm financial goals
and seek professional help.

SPECS APPEAL
Frames sported by MasterChef
contestants Marion Grasby and
Aaron Harvie are setting trends, as
modelled here by student Julie Nguyen
and hairdresser Mario Italiano.

쐽 Henry Budd is an mX journalist who can’t wait to try
out his new lucky golf course with his new lucky clubs.
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GAME

Eye, eye, I’ll have what they’re wearing on MasterChef
The MasterChef phenomenon
isn’t just affecting what we’re
eating – it’s also apparently
influencing what we’re wearing.
The ratings hit, which drew a
season-high 2.21 million viewers
last night, has been credited with
changing eyewear trends.
Specsavers said they sold out
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of frames similar to band manager Aaron Harvie’s within a
month of the show going to air
and sales of brands similar to
those of ousted favourite Marion
Grasby had risen 15 per cent.
Vision Direct also saw a spike
in MasterChef-style designs,
director David Menning said.

‘‘We have certainly seen increased demand from consumers who are interested in
the type of frames worn by Alvin,
Aaron and Marion,’’ he said.
But OPSM product director
Melissa Monneron said the
contestants were merely following the current fashion trend.

‘‘The participants on
MasterChef are not driving sales
of these styles, rather they are
wearing frames that are very
on-trend,’’ she said.
Last night, Harvie became the
final competitor to be eliminated
before the finals week.
– HENRY BUDD, RENATA GORTAN

Each year more than 500 meteorites hit the Earth’s surface. They
can range from sizes of peas to basketballs.
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